consciousness and, therefore, these films find a 'ready audience,' presumably religiously ready to read off their apocalypticism and respond to movies like The Omen, Deep Impact, and Independence Day as partaking in mythic forms 'rooted in 2,000-year-old texts. ' While it is true that many of the films Martens discusses do envision large-scale destruction and spectacular planetary threats, does that alone connect these films to apocalyptic texts? Martens does not entertain alternate explanations, and this gets him into trouble. Hypertrophic cinematic spectacles of destruction train wrecks and urban fires have attracted viewers from the start of cinema even before films had plots. Now, one could account for this because cinema is a medium that arose symptomatically just as industrial modernity's violent and radical transformation of the lived world became apparent. Its first great florescence as a popular form coincided, after all, with the First World War.
This sort of history of apocalyptic visualization is not Martens's métier. His idea of an apocalypse is strictly biblical and text-based, his model essentially a narrative, and his analysis is dogmatically oriented. So, when he comes to discussing the films, his approach is to provide a plot synopsis and compare its elements with earlier chapters' account of the biblical texts. This is bound to run into difficulty. Faced with movies like The Exorcist, Rosemary's Baby, and The Omen, and the television show Buffy the Vampire Slayer, the scrupulous scholar also points out just how many 'biblical passages' quoted in these films are likewise free inventions of the filmmakers. Such deviations soon sink Martens's core claim of a continuum between the biblical texts and our popular cinema.
Understandably, given that these horror movies stand for the 'traditional apocalypses,' that the films discussed later in the book (and most are some version of science-fiction or fantasy), slip ever further away from Martens's normative 'apocalyptic thinking.' In the end, he winds up objecting because films, including End of Days, include no Messiah, no judgment of the righteous and the damned. Indeed, God never appears. Other, similarly objectionable deviations appear in other films. Martens is especially unhappy when he finds religion denounced for repression of hidden truths. For example, the old habit among Evangelical Protestants to denounce the Catholic Church carries over to the features of the films that distress Martens, features which involve priestly cabals at the Vatican, suppressed non-canonical 'gospels' and so on. Having neglected to address the wild-card status of apocalypse for two thousand years and regarding apocalyptic thinking as central to Judeo-Christianity Martens is scandalized when the popular form of that wildness comes back in contemporary popular movies in which the adept takes on the musculature and weaponry of a kick-ass action hero (e.g., Neo's 'messianic' line, 'Guns, lots of guns,' in The Matrix). Martens's book, then, drifts disastrously away from its purpose and becomes self-contradictory. The problem is that his expertise lies in scholarly work in early Christianity and biblical study and not in the complex history of interactions between religion and culture. Martens is too inflexible a theologian and a critic to compromise. The result is that he is quicker to judge than to offer insight or analysis. His dismissal without discussion of the recent Evangelical apocalyptic films (and books) Recently, there has been a distinct rise in the amount of scholarship generated on Canadian film. Jim Leach and Jeannette Sloniowski contribute to this phenomenon with their recent collection of essays on Canadian documentaries. As the editors' brief introduction indicates, their goal is to provide close readings of single films in their 'historical, cultural, and cinematic contexts.' To this end, the volume features ten original essays and four reprinted works, with each contribution focusing on a specific film and accompanied by a filmography. All the films discussed were produced by the National Film Board of Canada between 1954 and 1997, and because the volume is organized chronologically, the reader is provided with a sense of historical, ideological, and aesthetic development in documentary film production at the Film Board. Although the editors acknowledge that the volume lends itself to a certain amount of overlap, I found very little, and when it did occur, it provided a type of dialogue between some of the essayists that ultimately proved quite interesting. For example, while Richard Hancox's essay on Paul Tomkowicz: Street-Railway Switchman and Seth Feldman's on The Days before Christmas deal separately with issues of nation and tradition respectively, they also both provide explicit accounts of the legacy of Unit B. In particular, Feldman's essay engages in a lively and useful comparison between the philosophical and aesthetic issues surrounding the birth of cinema vérité, candid eye filmmaking, and direct cinema.
